FRED THE DRAGON SWATS HIS TAIL.

I'M SORRY MIKE!

JOE THE RAT LEVELS A FEARSOME WEAPON ON MIKE HERNAN.

SUDENLY THE COMPUTER BOMB EXPLODES.

ROOOM!

CHUCK STOOTS JOE THE RAT.

JOE'S HEAD DISAPPEARS IN A RED MIST.

IT WASN'T SUPPOSED TO WORK THAT WAY!

EVERYBODY FREEZE! AL, CHECK OUT THAT RODENT!

IT LOOKS LIKE YOU WINGED HIM!

PROF. MARKLIN, PLEASE CALL AN AMBULANCE.

THIS RAT SAVED MY LIFE FOUR YEARS AGO!

YOU MIGHT AS WELL PUT THAT ROB PAYN, THIS RAT IS DOWN FOR THE COUNT!

RULES ARE RULES.

MEANWHILE, BACK AT THE ICA, LABS.

NOBODY IS LEAVING THIS ROOM UNTIL I FIND OUT WHAT HAPPENED.

DO YOU KNOW ANY ELECTRO-DYNAMICS?

WHUZZAT?

HOO BOY!

WHAT HAPPENED TO MIKE MEK MAN?

OHH! THAT THING WAS A WEAPON!

WHY DIDN'T YOU TELL ME BEFORE? WOT'S IT DO?

BLOWS UP COMPUTERS!

HOW MUCH ARE THESE GUYS PAYING YOU?

YO! FIRST I KNOW AS MUCH ABOUT IT AS HE DOES!

THAT'S THE SAME WOMAN WHOSE IMAGE WAS ENCODED ON MIKE!

SHH!